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Abstract—In the last decades the voltage regulation has been
challenged by the increase of power variability in the electric grid,
due to the spread of non-dispatchable generation sources. This
paper introduces a Smart Transformer (ST)-based Medium
Voltage (MV) grid support by means of active power control in
the ST-fed Low Voltage (LV) grid. The aim of the proposed
strategy is to improve the voltage profile in MV grids before the
operation of On-Load Tap Changer in the primary substation
transformer, which needs tens of seconds. This is realized
through reactive power injection by the AC/DC MV converter
and simultaneous decrease of the active power consumption of
voltage-dependent loads in ST-fed LV grid, controlling the ST
output voltage. The last feature has two main effects: the first is
to reduce the active power withdrawn from MV grid, and
consequently the MV voltage drop caused by the active current
component. At the same time, higher reactive power injection
capability in the MV converter is unlocked, due to the lower
active power demand. As result, the ST increases the voltage
support in MV grid. The analysis and simulation results carried
out in this paper show improvements compared to similar
solutions, i.e. the only reactive power compensation. The impact
of the proposed solution has been finally evaluated under
different voltage-dependence of the loads in the LV grid.
Index Terms—Smart Transformer, Solid State Transformers,
Load Control, Voltage Support.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE voltage control has always been a challenge in
distribution grids with power utilities involved in keeping
the voltage within an allowable range to ensure good power
quality to the customers. The primary reason of voltage sags is
traditionally due to electric faults, but also the Distributed
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ears the deep penetration of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs)
in the electric grid has exacerbated this issue, introducing high
variability in power availability, because of their intermittent
power production, which causes voltage fluctuations along the
distribution grid. Even if the DG presence contributes in
decreasing the voltage drop along the line, on the other side a
sudden and unexpected DG disconnection can generate
undervoltage condition, as well as an over production can
yield an equally undesired overvoltage situation [1], [2].
The prevailing solution to compensate voltage fluctuations
stands on the On-Load Tap Changer (OLTC) in the primary
substation transformer, which gears the tap ratio to change the
voltage of all the downstream customers [3], [4]. However, the
OLTC action suffers from sluggish dynamics (a tap switch
every tens of seconds) and a limited number of daily switches.
An alternative approach to achieve fast dynamics consists
in the reactive power injection by power electronics
equipment. Several equipment have been proposed [5], where
the most common are Static Compensators (STATCOMs) and
Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVRs) [6], [7]. STATCOMs and
DVRs are generally employed in critical buses of the
distribution grids, performing a decentralized voltage support
with respect to an OLTC [8], [9]. On the other side, the
drawbacks of the OLTC can be minimized, if coordinated with
the equipment injection reactive power, to reduce the tap
changer switching [10], [11]. Since in the distribution grids the
R/X ratio is much higher than in the transmission ones, the
active power has strong impact on the voltage support. For this
reason, Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESSs) are used to
support the voltage in addition to primary frequency
regulation services [12].
In the last years, the Smart Transformer (ST) concept has
been proposed as central control point in the distribution grid:
the ST is a power electronics-based Medium Voltage/Low
Voltage (MV/LV) transformer which does not just replace the
conventional transformer, but it exploits its dynamic
functionalities to offer services to the grid, improving its
management [13]-[16]. Among these services, the ST can
work similarly to a STATCOM in MV grid, providing voltage
support by reactive power injection [17], [18].
This paper presents a ST-based voltage support in MV
grids by means of voltage-dependent loads. In case of MV
voltage fluctuation, the ST MV converter injects reactive
power to support the voltage. If the ST works close to
maximum power, its ampacity constraints the reactive power
injection [19]. Thus, the ST LV converter decreases the active
power consumption of voltage-dependent loads by controlling
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the ST-fed LV grid voltage, employing the On-Line Load
Control (OLLC) strategy [20]. Since MV lines have nonnegligible resistive component, the active current reduction
improves the ST voltage support effectiveness for two reasons:
i) reduces the voltage drop in the line [21], and ii) unlocks
further reactive power injection capability in the ST MV
converter [22].
In detail, the paper is organized as follows: Section II
briefly reviews the ST concept and its basic control operations.
Section III presents the on-line load sensitivity identification
approach [23] and introduces the proposed ST-based voltage
support strategy. Section IV demonstrates in a simplified grid
the benefit of the proposed voltage support approach, with
both theoretical analysis and simulation of a simplified MV
grid. The simulation part aims at verifying the impact of the
approach also under variable ST-fed load sensitivities. In
Section V, the validation of the proposed strategy is performed
using a coupled IEEE 34-bus test feeder (MV grid) [24] and
CIGRE microgrid (LV grid) [25] in order to verify the
proposed method performance in realistic grid conditions.
Finally, Section VII is dedicated to conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
The ST is a power electronics-based transformer,
interfacing the MV and LV distribution grids that aims at
increasing their controllability and providing services. Despite
the initial higher investment, the ST can bring economic
benefit to the grid operators. As demonstrated in the LVENGINE project [16], the ST can reduce investment costs
from £60m by 2030 up to £500m by 2050.
A. Smart Transformer Concept
The ST is usually structured with a 3-stage topology (Fig.
1): a MV front-end converter, a DC/DC stage, and the LV
back-end converter. The MV front-end converter has the tasks
to balance the MV DC link voltage, control the active current
flow, and to inject reactive current in the MV grid upon
request. It can be implemented either as central control which
manages the RESs connected in the MV grid, or as local
control exploiting the measurements in the ST substation. The
latter scheme is adopted in this work. The capability of the
reactive power injected in MV through the control of reactive
current component is determined by the ST size. Since the ST
priority is to properly feed the LV ST-fed grid according to the
active power demand of the loads, the reactive power

available for the MV injection is calculated as
2
2
QST , max   S ST
, r  PST



where S ST , r and PST are the rated value and the active power
absorbed by the ST, respectively, in the case no BESSs are
connected to the DC links. The BESS would contribute to
reduce the active power flowing through the MV converter,
thus increasing its reactive power availability for the MV
support [26]. Nevertheless, this work intends to analyze the
situation where the MV converter is working close to its
saturation, which is realistic considering the additional cost of
a BESS placed in a secondary substation. With the assumption
of a lossless ST, the PST coincides with the total ST-fed LV
grid active power requested by the loads. To be noted that the
reactive power injection in LV grid is independent from the
MV grid, due to the presence of the DC-links. The galvanic
insulation and the voltage transformation are guaranteed by
the DC/DC converter. Although an external low frequency
conventional transformer can offer both insulation and voltage
transformation, the ST usually employs a high-frequency
transformer (i.e., 10kHz), in order to reduce the weight and
size impact in the MV/LV substation. The DC/DC stage
controls the power flow between the MV and LV DC link,
regulating the LV DC voltage at the nominal level. The low
voltage back-end converter can have two control possibilities,
depending on the LV grid configuration. If the grid is radial,
where the ST acts as main voltage source, the LV converter
operates as grid-forming, controlling the voltage waveform in
amplitude, frequency and phase. In the case that the ST is
connected in parallel with another grid-forming unit (e.g.,
parallel connection with a conventional transformer), the LV
converter control switches to grid-following mode, where it
controls the active and reactive power injection in the grid. In
this work, the ST LV converter operates in grid-forming mode.
B. ST-based On-Line Load Controller
Varying actively the voltage amplitude, the ST can shape
the load consumption of the connected voltage-dependent
loads [21]. The aggregate load in LV grid has been found in
literature to be dependent from the supply voltage. This
dependency generally is affected by the composition of the
aggregated load and the loading conditions, such as weather,
season or day-time [28], [29], thus it cannot be known a-priori.
To find this dependency, an exponential load model is
assumed
kp

where PLV and PLV ,0

V 
PLV  PLV ,0  LV 

V

 LV ,0 
are the active power of the whole ST-fed

LV grid when is applied either the voltage VLV or VLV ,0 by the

Fig. 1. Smart Transformer concept: grid-forming control of LV grids
(figure above), and grid-following control (figure below).

ST, respectively. The subscript 0 stands for the nominal value
of the referred quantity. The exponent kp is equal to the active
power load sensitivity to the voltage. Considering small
variations of both PLV and VLV from their nominal value, the
load sensitivity can be obtained from (2) as
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TABLE I
REAL MV GRID LOAD SENSITIVITIES
Load type
Equivalent kp
Residential (summer / winter)
Commercial (summer / winter)
MV aggregated load
Primary substations

0.9 / 1.7
0.5 / 0.8
1.35
1.5

where k pA , k pB , k pC and PA, PB , PC are respectively the load
Reference
[27]
[27]
[28]
[31]

PLV / PLV ,0


VLV / VLV ,0
As seen in literature from in-field [29] and experimental
analysis, the load sensitivity at the primary substation results
to behave between constant current (kp=1) and constant
impedance (kp=2) load [30]. Both industry survey and
measurements (summarized in Table I) have been conducted
to obtain the equivalent sensitivity of real medium voltage
power systems loads, which are aggregated from hundreds or
thousands of individual appliances connected to the same
substation.
In the ST-fed LV grid the value of kp is evaluated through
an on-line approach by applying a ramp variation of the ST
output voltage and subsequently measuring the active power
consumption, as described in [23]. As can be noted in Fig. 2,
this sequence can be repeated at constant time intervals, e.g.
every hour or 10 minutes, in order to update the value of kp,
which follows the changes in the LV grid.
Once the load sensitivity is known, the ST can exploit this
information to apply a controlled voltage variation in the LV
grid, knowing in advance the power change. As it has been
demonstrated in [20], this approach leads to an error in the few
percent range that is acceptable for these applications. A
similar method is the so-called Conservation Voltage
Reduction (CVR). In this method the energy consumption in
the grid is reduced by lowering the voltage into the lower half
of the tolerance band by means of OLTCs [32]. Nevertheless,
there are several differences between CVR and OLLC. First of
all, the ST allows the control of VLV through a closed loop
rather than in open loop such as it occurs for the
abovementioned methods. Another notable difference is that
with CVR the power reduction subsequent to voltage depends
on kp off-line estimation, based on statistics data; on the
opposite, in OLLC the desired power reduction is
implemented with accuracy, through the real time evaluation
of kp .
The ST modifies its output voltage according to the desired
*
load variation PLV
.The OLLC is realized setting a new
voltage reference given by
*


PLV
*

VLV
 VLV 0  1 


 P k  P k  P k 
A pA
B pB
C pC 

kp 

Fig. 2. ST voltage support approach timeline.
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sensitivities and LV active power consumption of each phase
at the voltage VLV 0 and PA  PB  PC  PLV ,0 . Considering a
balanced three-phase system where the load sensitivity is the
same for each phase and is equal to kp, and
PA  PB  PC  PLV ,0 / 3 , the voltage reference can be
calculated as follows
*


PLV
*
VLV


 VLV 0  1 
 P k 
LV ,0 p 

In this work a balanced system is assumed, thus (5) is
utilized for the implementation of OLLC.



III. ST-BASED VOLTAGE SUPPORT BY MEANS OF
VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT LOADS
Transmission lines have mainly inductive behavior, since
the resistive part is negligible compared to the reactive one.
This leads to the well-known active power/angle and reactive
power/voltage relations, where the reactive power influences
the grid voltage. Nevertheless, this assumption is only
partially valid with MV lines. The cable size is smaller with
respect to HV cables, and so is the ratio between cable
inductance and resistance. The impact of reactive current is
higher for inductive lines, while, with a mainly resistive line,
the active power has larger influence on the voltage. It is
common knowledge that the resistance/reactance ratio R/X for
MV lines is around 1. For these reasons, both active and
reactive power have to be controlled to make the voltage
support in MV grids more effective during faults.
The proposed ST-based voltage support consists of two
control layers, which set the reference quantities for the
control of the front-end and the back-end converter,
respectively. In the first layer, the ST behaves as any
distributed generation resource, injecting capacitive reactive
power in the MV grid, in order to sustain the voltage. In case
this reactive power is not sufficient, and the ampacity of the
MV converter is reached, the ST switches to the second
control layer. Here the ST decreases the LV demand
consumption by means of the OLLC approach. This leads to
two positive effects: a decrease of the MV line drop and more
room for the MV converter to inject reactive power. The
overall control structure is shown in Fig. 3, and described in
details below.

Fig. 3. ST control scheme and Voltage Support Controller (in red). The
DC/DC controller is omitted to increase the figure readability.
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Fig. 4. MV converter control scheme.

A. MV front-end converter controller
The control scheme of the ST MV converter is depicted in
Fig. 4. The Park transformation is used to transform the
sinusoidal output quantities into direct ones through the matrix
Tdq. The outer loop on the d-axis regulates the MV DC link
voltage, generating the current reference iST , d which is then
compared with the d-component of the current measured on
the output filter. The error is sent to a Proportional Integral (PI)
controller) and its output is added to the cross term  LMV iST , q
to give the d-component of the voltage reference for the
inverter. The controllers of the two loops are tuned
accordingly to the technical optimum (inner loop) and
symmetrical optimum (outer loop) techniques. Note that LMV
is the inductance of the output filter. In parallel, the q-axis MV
controller has the task to control the reactive injection. The
generation of the MV q-axis current reference, relevant to this
work, is highlighted in blue in Fig. 4, while the description of
the inner current loop is omitted because analogous to the daxis current controller. If the voltage in the MV grid drops, the
MV converter of the ST can initially support the voltage
injecting reactive power. The ST measures the voltage VPCC at
the ST input on MV side and sends the measurements to the
reactive power controller. In this application, a droop function
with coefficient dVQ has been adopted to receive as input the
voltage deviation and to give as output the new MV q-axis
current set-point:
*
I ST
,q
dVQ 


VPCC
*
*
where VLV
 VLV
 VLV 0 is the deviation of MV from its
nominal value. Nevertheless, the reactive injection of MV
converter is limited by (1). It follows that when ST is
withdrawing active power close to its nominal rating, the
amount of available reactive power at the MV converter is
inadequate to achieve satisfying voltage support to the MV
grid. It is important to remind that, in order to contain the
initial investment, the ST is designed for the nominal load,
avoiding costly oversizing of components. Consequently, it
usually has small margin to inject reactive power in the MV

Fig. 6. Circuital scheme of the study case.

grid. In [33], the stability of the dynamic response of gridfeeding converters is determined, considering both power and
current limits. However, it is not further investigated hereafter
because out of the scope of the paper.
B. LV back-end converter controller
To overcome this drawback, the reactive power injection is
coordinated with a second layer control that regulates the
active power consumption in LV grid by means of OLLC
approach. The voltage measurement VPCC is thus sent in
parallel to the OLLC block, where a gain dVP links the voltage
*
drop in the MV grid to the power variation set-point PLV
to
apply in the LV grid. The OLLC, knowing in advance the LV
*
grid load sensitivity kp, varies the voltage set-point VLV
of the
ST-fed LV grid according to (5). The control scheme of the
LV converter is shown in Fig. 5, where the generation of the
*
is highlighted in blue. A dead band is inserted
amplitude VLV
in order to enable the OLLC only for MV deviations larger
than ±5%, since for smaller fluctuations the load reduction is
considered as not necessary.
The droop coefficient of the active power control loop is
defined as follows
*
PLV
dVP 


VPCC
At MV reduction corresponds a LV power reduction, and vice
versa. It results that higher droop coefficients lead to higher
power reduction/increase. By combining (7) with (5), the
active power droop coefficient can be rewritten as
*
PLV ,0 VLV


dVP  k p
VLV ,0 VPCC



TABLE II.
BASE PARAMETERS
Parameters
VB
SB

Value
10 kV
1 MVA

TABLE III.
OPERATING CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY CASE

Fig. 5. LV converter control scheme.

Quantity

Symbol

Value [pu]

CT Active Power

PCT

0.38

ST Active Power

PST

0.38

ST Power rating

SST,r

0.5

Line impedance

Z

0.08
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TABLE IV.
SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE STUDY CASE
Magnitude

ST MV
converter
voltage in p.u.

Fig. 7. Percentage voltage variation of PCC as a function of ST reactive and
active current for R / X  1 pu .
*
*
where VLV
 VLV
 VLV 0 . The generation of the voltage

ST active
power in p.u.

references vabc* is then achieved by the product of the
*
obtained VLV
with three sinewaves rotating at the angular
frequency  , each one lagging (2/3)π respect to the other.
The control scheme is completed with the voltage control loop
where a Proportional Resonant (PR) controller gives as output
the references for the LV converter. Note that the abc-frame is
implemented in the LV controller of the ST, because it is
possible to provide unbalance voltage to the LV grid if
requested. However, the alternative choice to implement a dqframe controller for the LV converter is also possible, without
affecting the generality of the proposed control methodology.
From the point of view of the MV support, the advantage of
the OLLC application is twofold: i) the active current
component flowing in the MV grid decreases, and so does the
voltage drop along the line; ii) the reduced ST active power
absorption from MV grid enables more room in the ST MV
converter. Subsequently, the reactive power injection can
further increase, improving the voltage support. It is worth to
underline that the resistive-inductive nature of the MV grid is
fundamental for the active power compensation, since its
impact on pure inductive lines would be negligible.

IV. ANALYTICAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE
PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY
In Fig. 6 the circuital scheme of a simplified grid used for
analytical purpose is presented with phasor quantities. A MV
distribution grid supplies a ST-fed LV grid, with the rest of the
grid consisting of an aggregate load fed by a Conventional
Transformer (CT). Since the ST and the CT are connected to
the same PCC, the CT-fed LV grid benefits from ST voltage
support action. The base values of the circuit are listed in
Table II, whilst Table III describes the steady-state working
values adopted for the study case. Both the ST- and CT-fed
grids are absorbing active power equal to 0.38pu. R and X are
the MV line resistance and reactance; VPCC is the rms value of
PCC voltage. The total MV line current I MV is given by the
sum of I ST and I CT , which are the currents flowing in the STand CT-fed grid, respectively. In nominal operating conditions,
the ST is set to absorb only active power, with its delivered
reactive power equal to zero, thus reducing the inductive
current flowing across the line, which contributes in dropping

ST reactive
power in p.u.

Steady-state
value before
the event

Steady-state
value after
the event

No Q, no OLLC

0.967

0.886

dVQ = 20, no OLLC

0.975

0.896

dVQ = 20, dVP = 2

0.975

0.904

dVQ = 20, dVP = 4

0.975

0.908

dVQ = 20, dVP = 8

0.975

0.913

No Q, no OLLC

0.42

0.42

dVQ = 20, no OLLC

0.42

0.42

dVQ = 20, dVP = 2

0.42

0.386

dVQ = 20, dVP = 4

0.42

0.361

dVQ = 20, dVP = 8

0.42

0.325

No Q, no OLLC

0

0

Control technique

dVQ = 20, no OLLC

-0.147

-0.147

dVQ = 20, dVP = 2

-0.147

-0.233

dVQ = 20, dVP = 4

-0.147

-0.274

dVQ = 20, dVP = 8

-0.147

-0.322

the voltage. A power factor cosφ=0.9 is assumed for the
aggregate load fed by the CT, according to minimum limit
usually allowed by dispositions of the Distributor System
Operator.
The voltage support offered by the ST is temporary, before
the OLTC at the HV/MV substation gears the tap changer to
increase the line voltage. The ST can provide a faster response
in terms of voltage support, thanks to its power electronics
nature. The subsequent OLTC intervention aims to restore the
nominal voltage conditions at the PCC: when this is achieved,
the ST mediation is no more required. In this Section the
improvement in the PCC voltage are shown, comparing the
proposed active-reactive compensation with no compensation
at all and the only reactive one.
A. Analytical evaluation
The advantage to use the ST-based voltage support in MV
grids by means of voltage-dependent loads is evaluated
quantitatively in Fig. 7, where the ST MV converter ampacity
equal to 0.5pu (observable from Table III) is shown in solid
black line. To perform this analysis, the data in Table II and
Table III have been used, with the line ratio R/X=1, typical of
MV lines. In Fig. 7, the subscripts d and q identify the direct
and quadrature components of the ST current absorbed by MV
converter, considering the PCC voltage as reference. If the ST
is working close to maximum capability, the reactive power
that can be injected is limited and the voltage support
capability is restricted, even if strongly dependent on the R/X
ratio. For instance, this concept has been further clarified with
an example in Fig. 7: Point 1 represents the nominal working
point, where ST is withdrawing only the active power
necessary to feed the ST-fed LV grid, without any exchange of
reactive power with the upstream MV grid. The ST current
components are IST,d=0.38pu and IST,q=0pu. When the ST
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Fig. 8. Combined MV grid (IEEE 34-bus test feeder [24]) and LV grid (CIGRE Microgrid benchmark [25]) used in this validation. The two distribution
grid are interfaced by means a ST at bus 860. The critical load is connected between bus 634 and bus 860.

requires to inject reactive current keeping on withdrawing the
same active power, its maximum reactive current component
is limited to IST,q=0.32pu, identified as point 1b, leading to a
PCC voltage increase of about 1.5%. If the OLLC decreases
the ST-fed LV grid power of 20%, and thus the ST active
current IST,d decreases up to Point 2, i.e., IST,d=0.3pu, the
voltage increase in MV is 0.5%. By decreasing the active
current flowing in the MV converter, there is further room for
reactive current increase. In this condition, the converter limits
the reactive current to IST,q=0.4pu as shown from point 3. The
total voltage boost in this case is 2.64%, with an improvement
of more than 1% compared to the pure reactive injection
detected in point 1b. This example explains practically the
main advantage of adopting a ST for reactive power control,
instead of alternative solutions such as STATCOM.
It is worth reminding that the ST does not act as any
controllable energy sources, where the active power injection
can be freely dispatched. The ST active power demand
depends only on the connected loads; thus, the active power
consumption cannot be shaped directly, but it has to be
influenced by other variables, i.e. voltage.
B. Simulation tests
The performance of the proposed ST-based voltage support
has been demonstrated in this section by means of simplified
simulations, based on the scheme shown in Fig. 6. The
simulations have been carried in PLECS/Matlab environment
and they have the only purpose to show the performance of the
proposed approach during a voltage drop in the MV grid at
TABLE V.
STEADY-STATE RESULTS OF THE STANDARD GRID BENCHMARK
Magnitude

Control technique
No Q, no OLLC

ST MV
converter
voltage in p.u.

ST active
power in p.u.

Steady-state
value before
the event

Steady-state
value after
the event

1

0.948

dVQ = 10, no OLLC

1

0.954

dVQ = 10, dVP = 2

1

0.956

dVQ = 10, dVP = 4

1

0.957

No Q, no OLLC

1

1

dVQ = 10, no OLLC

1

1

dVQ = 10, dVP = 2

1

0.93

dVQ = 10, dVP = 4

1

0.872

0.95pu for 300ms. This may represent a typical voltage sag
during faults, with the following fault clearance by protections.
The load sensitivity kp is assumed to be 1 for the aggregate
load of the ST-fed LV grid and 0 for the one of the CT-fed LV
grid (considered as worst case), corresponding to constant
current and constant power load, respectively.
The following three control modes are considered:
 No reactive power compensation, where the ST works
as constant power load seen from MV grid.
 Reactive power compensation, where the ST injects
reactive power to support the MV grid voltage
(dVQ=20pu).
 ST-based voltage support by means of voltagedependent loads, where the ST decreases the ST-fed
LV grid power consumption. In this case three droop
gains are assumed:
o dVP  2 pu
o

dVP  4 pu

o dVP  8 pu
In Table IV, the effectiveness of the ST-based voltage
support by means of voltage-dependent loads is shown. In
case of no voltage support (identified as no Q, no OLLC), the
voltage drops at 0.88pu during the disturbance. If the reactive
power control is assumed, the voltage drop is limited below
0.9pu, showing minimal results. The proposed ST-based
voltage support strategy is instead able to restore the voltage at
TABLE VI.
SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT ST-FED LOAD SENSITIVITIES
Active power load
Steady-state
Steady-state
Magnitude
sensitivity to
value before
value after the
voltage (KP)
the event
event
ST MV
converter
voltage in p.u.

ST active power
in p.u.

ST reactive
power in p.u.

0.5

0.975

0.899

1

0.975

0.904

2

0.975

0.914

0.5

0.42

0.41

1

0.42

0.386

2

0.42

0.319

0.5

-0.147

-0.183

1

-0.147

-0.233

2

-0.147

-0.328
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the PCC of the critical load above 0.9pu, while it reaches
about 0.913pu in case of dVP=8pu. The advantage in
decreasing the active power consumption is also shown in
Table IV, where the ST active and reactive power are
described, respectively. It can be seen that the reactive power
injection in the case without OLLC is limited to 0.147pu by
the converter ampacity, while when the OLLC is implemented,
the capability to inject reactive power increases from 0.23pu
up to 0.32pu, according to the droop coefficient dVP.
To analyze different load conditions, the simulations
performed have been repeated considering different load
sensitivities of the ST-fed LV grid: kp=0.5, kp=1, kp=2, with
the results shown in Table VI. These values respect conditions
under different integration of constant power loads in the LV
grid, as they are the power electronics-based appliances.
As can be seen, the more sensitive are the loads, the more
voltage support capability the ST can offer. In case of constant
impedance loads (kp=2), the PCC voltage recovery during the
disturbance increases of 2% compared to the case of more
constant power loads (kp=0.5). The reason can be easily found
in Table VI, where for the same LV reduction, the active
power decreases of 0.01pu with kp=0.5 and of 0.1pu with kp=2,
to whom corresponds an increase in reactive power injection
availability from 0.036pu to 0.181pu, respectively.
V. VALIDATION WITH A STANDARD GRID BENCHMARK
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed ST-based
voltage support strategy with respect the simple injection of
reactive power in the MV grid, the ST has been implemented
in a PSCAD simulation, connecting the IEEE 34-bus test
feeder [24] and the CIGRE Microgrid benchmark [25] (Fig. 8).
The overall system works at 60Hz and balanced three-phase
voltage of 10kV and 0.4kV, respectively. The ST is installed

Fig. 9. ST MV converter voltage VPCC: no reactive power and no OLLC
action (dotted line), only reactive power injection and no OLLC (dasheddotted line), 10% load control (dashed line), and 20% load control (solid
line).

Fig. 10. ST active power: no reactive power and no OLLC action (dotted
line), only reactive power injection and no OLLC (dashed-dotted line),
10% load control (dashed line), and 20% load control (solid line).
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at the bus 860, and the ST-fed LV grid includes 2 BESSs, as
described in [25], and an induction machine of 8 kW installed
at bus B.
At the 20th second, the wind turbine connected between bus
836 and bus 862, due to an internal fault, disconnects, and the
system is short of 650 kW of active power. This causes a
sudden voltage drop at the ST busbar as can be seen in the
dotted lines in Fig. 9. As possible solution, the ST can inject
only reactive power (dVQ=10) in the MV grid to support the
voltage (dashed-dotted lines). Despite some improvements in
steady state, where the voltage recovers of 1%, the reactive
power impact during the transient is limited due to the ST
reactive power control dynamics, which are not deeply
examined because out of the scope of the paper. If the reactive
power injection is coordinated with the OLLC action, the ST
is able not only to partially recover the voltage in steady state
(1.5%), but also to limit the voltage and power drop during the
transient. Table V reports the steady-state values for the
voltage of the ST MV converter and the ST active power,
which indicates the active power reduction in the ST-fed LV
grid. Despite the results appear to be minimal, it shall be
considered that: i) the proposed MV supporting strategy
comes at no additional cost for an installed ST, it just needs to
be implemented in its MV and LV converters; ii) the analysis
and simulation are carried out considering only one ST in the
distribution networks. If more will be installed, as the future
grid will probably require, also the MV support provided will
improve proportionally.
Two cases have been considered for the OLLC (Fig. 10): in

Fig. 11. ST-fed LV grid voltage profile: no reactive power and no OLLC
(dotted line), only reactive power injection (dashed-dotted line), 10% load
control (dashed line) and 20% load control (solid line). The plotted buses
are Bus A, B, C and D, respectively in blue, green, red and cyan line.

Fig. 12. Induction machine power (blue line) and torque (red line), in
case of: 10% load control (dashed line), and 20% load control (solid line).
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one case dVP=2, meaning that 5% of voltage drop at the busbar
corresponds 10% of power reduction of the ST-fed LV grid
(large-dashed lines); in the other case, dVP=4, that corresponds
to 20% power reduction for 5% voltage drop (solid lines).
Instead to reach a negative peak below 0.94pu in case of no
ST support, the negative peak reaches about 0.95pu.
Following the MV grid voltage reduction, the OLLC
reduces the voltage in the ST-fed LV grid. With respect to the
cases without OLLC action, the voltage in LV grid can drop
up to 0.85pu in the furthest bus from the ST in the “dVP=2”
case, and up to 0.78pu in the “dVP=4” case, as shown in Fig.
11, where the two lines representing the cases without OLLC
overlap. Though these values can affect the quality of service
in the LV grid, with the end-line voltage below 0.9 pu, it must
be noted that the ST OLLC action is a temporary measure
while the HV/MV OLTC transformer intervenes to increase
the voltage. In case the ST OLLC action was thought to be a
periodic solution, the control shall be implemented in order to
keep the voltage on every bus of the line in the range (0.9÷1.1)
pu. As consequence of the voltage decrease, the power of the
ST-fed LV grid changes, decreasing of 7% in the “dVP=2” case
and of 13% in the “dVP=4” case.
A. Impact of the control on LV loads
Low voltage condition generated by OLLC in LV grid can
affect the induction machines connected, leading them to stall
[34]. In Fig. 12, the active power (blue lines) and torque (red
lines) of the 8 kW induction machine connected to bus B of
ST-fed grid are shown. It can be noted that in both OLLC
cases, the induction machine undergoes a drop in torque and
power, while regaining in 200ms the previous active power,
and showing a small increase in the torque value (about 5-7%)
in the new steady-state conditions. This demonstrates that for
such values of voltage reduction induced by OLLC, the
induction machines do not take the risk of stalling. It shall be
remembered that due to the temporary nature of this control,
the voltage in the ST-fed LV grid will be restored after the
HV/MV OLTC action.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Disturbances, such as faults or RESs variability, can affect
the voltage quality in distribution lines. The ST offers the
possibility to support the voltage profile during first moments
after large disturbances, before OLTC reaction, mitigating the
voltage sags in the MV grid. The ST, on the opposite of
solutions such as STATCOM, not only injects reactive power
in MV grid, but also contributes to the voltage support acting
on the ST-fed LV grid consumption. Controlling the voltage
amplitude, the ST is able to interact with the voltage-sensitive
loads and to decrease the LV grid power consumption. This
leads to two main advantages: the reduction of the active
current voltage drop in the MV grid, and more room available
in the ST MV converter to inject higher reactive power. As
shown in the simulation results and in the PSCAD validation
with complex MV and LV grids, a single ST is able to achieve
up to 2% voltage improvement during voltage drops,

corresponding at the double with respect to the only reactive
power injection case, and with a limited impact in the ST-fed
loads. Despite the results are in the order of few percentage,
the advantage of the proposed control strategy comes from not
requiring any additional costs. Nevertheless, in the future
smart grids where several STs will have replaced the CTs, the
impact of the strategy will be more effective.
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